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Tank Shower with cooling unit / chiller
The Tank Shower with cooling unit/chiller Standard suitable for outdoor use frost protected or in warm / hot
environments cooled / chilled water and areas where no fixed water supply is available or too little water
pressure is present. The unit is well insulated and suitable for outdoor installation (frost protected). As an
option the tank shower can be equipped with a heater for body shower and Eyebath in order to supply warm
water, this can optionally be specified when ordered.

Standard we have Tank Showers in our program with a content of; 350 / 800 / 1000 / 1250 / 1500 / 1600 and
2200 liter. A desired other content is always possible to discuss with us.

If you choose an Eyebath as an extra option, the Tank Shower is standard combined with the MB 75 Eyebath
/ Face Wash Fountain with “unbreakable” ABS bowl and hinged lid (including sign). The lid is at the same
time the operation of the Eyebath (pull backwards up and the water starts running). When the lid is pushed
back and closed the eyebath stops automatically. Because of this hinged lid the Eyebath remains clean and
hygienic. On the interior of the lid a mirror is present. This model is a larger version of the MB50.

The tank shower is also available with a cooling unit (chiller) so that the water is cooled in a warm / hot

environment. Signs and also a test handle are standard present. The test handle is helpful to be able to test
the Body Shower externially easily. The frame is made ??of stainless steel and the tank is made of fiberglass
reinforced polyester material. The Body Shower has a special Shower head (spray angle 60° and gives
rotation to the water) for an effective and efficient operation or a low pressure special shower head. The
operation will be done by means of Push Bar ("Panic-Bar" push down for operation). The standard spray
time of the Body Shower is 15 minutes (80 liters per minute), due to different shower heads the duration can
be made longer.

It is also possible to connect the tank shower to a permanent water supply (than the Tank Shower remains
operational), but this is not necessary. If the water tank is filled the tank shower will operate correctly. The
unit is standard suitable for Normal Zone, on request an Explosion or Flame proof / ATEX version is
available. Tank Showers are available for rental.

Specifications:
Water connection: 3/4” BSP Female
Choice of a content of; 350 / 800 / 1000 / 1250 / 1500 / 1600 and 2200 liter, a desired other content is
always possible to discuss with us
float valve
overflow pipe
test lever
color: different colors
material: fiberglass reinforced polyester
meets the following standards: CE EN 15154 & ANSI Z 358.1

Extra options:
heater
chiller
eyebath (MB 75)
proximity switch
light
hand held shower
foot pedal
automatic dump for refreshing water
PVC strip screens
visual alarm

side panels (3 pieces)
automatic flushing unit
level indicator
temperature and level alarm
temperature indicator (thermometer)
level indicator
panel type foot control
drain sump
anti-bacterial growth system
more options on request
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